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Excellent new instrumental studio disc from the ultimate bluesy heavy guitar jam band from Japan

(formerly known as Savoy Truffle). Outstanding, retro-70's, bluesy, southern-inspired, heavy guitar,

jam-based,rock/fusion. 10 MP3 Songs in this album (59:05) ! Related styles: ROCK: Instrumental Rock,

ROCK: Jam-band People who are interested in The Allman Brothers Band Warren Haynes (Govt Mule)

Joe Bonamassa should consider this download. Details: Supernatural Delight, the excellent new

instrumental studio disc from the ultimate bluesy heavy guitar jam band from Japan called Bluestone

Company (formerly known as Savoy Truffle), features 10 tracks (60 minutes) of outstanding, retro-70s,

bluesy, southern-inspired, heavy guitar, jam-based, rock/fusion that showcases Super Guitar Hero

Toshihiro Sumitomo and his vast talents on the guitar. A first-rate, incredible guitar heavy musical

document that is all about phenomenal, deep, dynamic muscianship/grooves plus serious extended

jamming from Toshihiro and the superbly talented Bluestone Co. brothers. Highly recommended to fans

of Govt Mule (Warren Haynes) and Plankton. Based out of Osaka, Japan, Bluestone Company delivers

an amazingly brilliant, blues-based heavy guitar musical document full of depth, power and class on the

awesome Supernatural Delight disc. Led by the amazing and gifted Toshihiro Sumitomo on guitar (whom

many consider to be the Warren Haynes of Japan and we mean that with full respect to Mr. Haynes).

Toshi bends and shapes a vast array of vintage old school bluesy tones, colors, shapes and endless,

fantastic, mind-blowing solos out of his Les Paul that will have your head spinning in disbelief as he works

his phenomenal 6 string magic direct to your earhole. Toshihiro Sumitomo is a true Guitar

Hero/Axemaster in every sense of the word. Whether the man is diggin deep on serious heavy bluesy

riffage with power  finesse, or taking his guitar over the edge with unbelievably killer, get-down, extended,

improv lead solos complete with Duane Allman-inspired slide work, Sumitomo plays the guitar like he

means it and is truly a Man on a 6 string Mission. Brother Toshihiro is the REAL deal on the guitar.

Bluestone Company also features the amazing musical talents of Yoshihiro Ogasahara on Bass, Taizo

Takafuji on drums and Taro Takagi on Percussion. All four good musical brothers of Bluestone Company

are equally talented and outstanding on their instruments. Each player contributes greatly as a whole
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musical unit/band and they are all on the same page speaking the same universal musical

language/groove collectively known as Bluestone Company. True blues-based, rock/fusion instrumental

warriors of the highest order who shine on the amazing Supernatural Delight opus. Find out why

Bluestone Company is Chris Duarte's backing band when he tours Japan  the States. Grooveyard

Records is proud and honored to represent this amazing, gifted quartet from Japan with the amazing

Supernatural Delight disc. The Bluestone Company: Supernatural Delight disc is an outstanding bluesy,

instrumental heavy guitar document that is Highly recommended to fans of Warren Haynes/Gov't Mule,

Allman Bros., Duane Allman, Derek Trucks, Hendrix, Cream, Robin Trower, Rory Gallagher, SRV,

Robben Ford, Joe Bonamassa, Chris Duarte  Plankton among other world-class, serious, bluesy

Axemasters who rule the Guitar World. If you dig outstanding, deep, exotic, bluesy, heavy guitar magic

that goes way beyond the norm, tune in and get your big, electric "Supernatural Delight" groove on with

the exceptional Bluestone Company.
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